The existed parallel collaborative filtering algorithm based on co-occurrence matrix (CMCF) consumes a lot of time in the construction of co-occurrence matrixes and calculation of matrix multiplication. It also ignores the role of neighboring users, so it will influence the accuracy of recommendation. In order to solve this problem, this paper proposes the improved parallel collaborative filtering algorithm (IPCF) and its implementation on spark. The experimental results show that the improved parallel collaborative filtering algorithm in this paper has better running efficiency and higher recommendation accuracy.
Introduction
The emergence of cloud computing enables research on big data mining to become effective. When the stand-alone device is unable to handle big data, it takes advantage of cluster parallel computing to process data on multiple machines simultaneously, greatly improving the data processing efficiency. In addition, with the increase in the number of cluster nodes, the computing speed will be correspondingly accelerated. To take advantage of the cloud platform's dynamic resource allocation and parallel computing capabilities, the primary problem to be solved is transformation of the traditional data mining algorithm into a parallel algorithm so that these algorithms can be effectively transplanted to the cloud platform. Therefore, research on algorithm parallelization in big data mining is of practical significance [1, 14] . In the field of big data mining, many foreign researchers have not only aimed to improve the original algorithm under the serial of stand-alone devices, but more importantly, they have also begun to study the parallelization of data mining algorithms in a distributed cluster environment so that it can run in the distributed environment. Some results have been achieved. For example, the BIRCH algorithm [13] proposed by R. Ramakrishnan et al. and the DBSCAN algorithm [3] proposed by M. Ester et al. are effective improvements in the traditional clustering analysis algorithm under the big data environment. Sean Chester and Jeff Crow adopted the Map Reduce parallel programming model proposed by Google to carry out parallel improvement in the FP_Growth algorithm, and they conducted research on problems and strategies in mining and processing. Good improvements are made in the implementation efficiency [2, 6, 8, 9] .
With the advent of the big data era, how to mine effective information from mass data and how to make it create values are all problems to be solved. In the traditional data mining algorithm [10, 11, 12] , they were all based on the stand-alone device, but they could not do anything in the face of big data. Based on the research of the Hadoop and Spark platform and its combination with the HDFS and Spark parallel programming models, this paper improves the traditional data mining algorithm in parallel so that it is able to transplant to the cloud platform, which can effectively solve the problem of big data mining.
The process of collaborative filtering algorithm
By calculating the similarity between users, the neighboring user will be generated, and the target users will be recommended to the target users based on the items rated by the neighboring user. The steps of the algorithm are as follows: a. All users' ratings on all items are built into a mn  matrix b. Based on the similarity calculation algorithm, the correlation between target users and other users is calculated.
c. Sorting by the size of the similarity degree, taking the largest K user as the target user's neighboring user d. According to the predictive calculation algorithm, the expected value of the target user to the neighboring user is calculated. The first N items with the maximum expected value are recommended to the target user.
The algorithm pseudo code is shown below.
Algorithm 1 Collaborative filtering algorithm pseudo code. Input: rating matrix R, target user u Output: collection u P of recommended items generated for the target user u
() 
Rating matrix
The database will record all users' ratings of all items; in general, the two-dimensional mn  rating matrix R is composed of "user -item". It is shown in Table 1 . M is the number of users, N is the number of items. Each element ij R in the matrix is the user i's rating for item j.
{0,1}
ij R  is like and dislike.
{1 5}
ij R  shows that the higher the rating is, the higher the preference is. 
Similarity calculation method
As seen from the algorithm flow, the algorithm focuses on how to calculate the similarity between users according to the scoring matrix. Similarity calculation determines the accuracy of the recommendation directly. The commonly similarity calculation method is as follows.
Pearson correlation coefficient
The Pearson correlation coefficient [5] is a method proposed by Pearson to describe the correlation of two vectors; the larger the value is, the greater the correlation is. The smaller the value is, the smaller the correlation is. Take the user-based Collaborative filtering (CF) as an example. Set vector 1 2 3 ( ) ( , , ... )
, which represents the user u's rating set for all items, i.e. the rows corresponding to the user u in the rating matrix. The Pearson correlation coefficient calculates the similarity between user u and user v as follows. It is shown in Equation (1).
2. Cosine similarity In the field of text mining, cosine similarity [4] is often used to calculate the similarity between texts. The degree of correlation is described by calculating the angle between two vectors. The smaller the angle is, the more similar the two vectors are. The bigger the angle is, the more dissimilar the two vectors are. In the scoring matrix, each row represents the rating vector of each user, and the similarity between user u and user v is calculated by the cosine similarity. The Equation (2) is as follows. 
3. Modified cosine similarity In the computation of cosine similarity, there is no consideration of the difference between the degrees of user rating. For example, some users believe that 5 points is a high score and 3 points is low. Some users believe 3 points is high. Therefore, some people have proposed a modified cosine similarity, adding the average value of the user's rating to effectively reduce the impact of the difference in the degree of user rating. The similarity between user u and user v is calculated by the modified cosine similarity. It is shown in Equation (3). 
Recommended prediction
The similarity set sim W of the target user u and other users is calculated by the similarity algorithm. In sim W , the K user with the largest similarity is found as the neighboring user set neighbor K of the target user u. The Top K can be calculated from the collection by a fast sorting algorithm or a heap sort algorithm. Predicting user u's rating for item i can be calculated by the item of the neighbor user. The calculation Equation (4) is as follows:
Where ( , ) P u i represents the prediction rating of user u for item i , () Uirepresents the set of user set for item i . It represents the similarity between user u and user v. In Equation (3), it does not take into account the difference between the degrees of user rating. Some users believe that 5 points is a high score. Some users believe that 3 points is a high score. Therefore, the user's rating mean is added to effectively reduce the influence of user rating difference. Equation (5) makes the following improvements:
3. Existing parallel collaborative filtering algorithm based on co-occurrence matrix(CMCF)
Algorithm parallelization idea.
In the co-occurrence matrix, row i and column j represent item i and item j and appear together in a user. The cooccurrence matrix represents the degree of correlation between the two items. The more time the two items are together, the higher the correlation is. It is show in Table 2 . 
Problems existing in the algorithm
The existing parallel collaborative filtering algorithm can solve the problem of big data set, yet the following problems exist:
Firstly, when there are many projects, the co-occurrence matrix will be very large, which will consume a lot of time in building the co-occurrence matrix. When calculating the target users' prediction rating vector, the co-occurrence matrix multiplying the user rating vector will consume a lot of time. In the distributed computing, the matrix multiplication efficiency is poor. Secondly, the collaborative filtering algorithm based on the co-occurrence matrix has ignored the role of neighboring users. Depending on the frequency of project co-occurrence, there may be more correlation between the relationships. They are not based on the similarity calculation method, which to a certain extent has affected the accuracy of recommendation. To handle the above two problems, this paper proposes an improved parallel collaborative algorithm, achieving specific implementation under the Spark distributed computing framework. In view of the above two problems, this paper proposes an improved parallel collaborative filtering algorithm and implementation based on Spark distributed computing framework.
Improved parallel collaborative filtering algorithm(IPCF)
Based on the co-occurrence matrix's collaborative filtering algorithm parallelization problems, the improved parallel collaborative filtering algorithm is introduced. It is named the IPCF algorithm in this study. The improved parallel algorithm mainly consists of three steps: generating the rating matrix, getting the neighboring user, and generating the recommendation. The steps to get the neighboring users are the main improved points. In the past, the computation of Map Reduce and Spark was to first divide the data into multiple small blocks and store them on different computing nodes. Each node performed computation for different data blocks respectively. In order to meet the computation of large-scale data, it is not directly expressed in the form of a two-dimensional matrix when storing the rating matrix. Instead, it is represented by a triple <user ID, item ID, rating>, which stands for the user ID, item ID and rating. Each user's rating for each item is represented by a triple and stored in the file for each triple, and all ratings are stored to one or more files in HDFS.
(1) Generating rating matrix We use Map Reduce or Spark to calculate the collection of triples. In the map phase, with each row data <user ID, item ID, rating> is value input, user ID is key, <user ID, rating> is value output. In the reduce phase, the same user ID corresponds to <item ID, rating> will be distributed to the same reducer. Then, according to user ID, merge value to get KV output: <user ID, list(item ID, rating)>. This is the same for each row of data in the rating matrix. Due to the parallel computation of multiple nodes, the output results of reducer on different nodes will be stored on different nodes, resulting in the user's rating matrix.
(2) Access to neighboring user The similarity calculation method is used to find the K neighboring user of the target user. For example, the Pearson and cosine similarity calculation method. The K minimum heap algorithm is used to find the maximum value of K similarity. Before the start of the map phase, the researcher first constructs the minimum heap in the size of K to store K largest neighboring users with the largest similarity. It then uses the output generated by the previous job as input in the map, i.e., the user vector <user ID, list(item ID, rating)> as input value, computes the similarity between each user and the target user in succession, compares and adjusts them in the minimum heap. In the minimum heap, K neighboring users have the greatest similarity with the target user should be maintained. After the end of the map phase, the Key Value output is obtained: <user ID, Heap (user ID, sim)K>. In the reduce phase, all the map outputs are merged, that is, to merge the minimum heap of all map outputs, take advantage of the merge comparison algorithm, find the leading K users in the maximum value from all Heap(user ID, sim)K, and get the final Key Value output: <user ID, list(user ID, sim)>. The list (user ID, sim) is the neighboring users and similarity of the target user.
(3) Recommendation By using the recommendation prediction algorithm, we calculated the expected value of the target users to the neighboring user, and took the first N items with the highest expected value as the recommendation. It needs to use the output of the first two jobs at the same time as input. Before the map phase, first read the output of the second job <user ID, list(user ID, sim)> to memory, which is to put K neighboring user and their similarity into the memory. However, in the map calculation, the output <user ID, list(item ID, rating)> is used as the value input in the first job. If the user ID is a neighboring user belonging to the target user, the output <user ID, list(item ID, rating), sim>. Otherwise filter out the user rating vector. In the reduction phase, the output of all maps is integrated, and all item rating vectors of the K neighboring users are merged. It uses the recommendation and prediction algorithm ( , ) P u i and the minimum heap algorithm to find the top N items with the maximum prediction rating. The N items are the best recommended items for the target user. From the above three steps, it can be seen that the improved IPCF algorithm is easy to understand and easy to implement. Avoid building a large cooccurrence matrix and complex matrix multiplication operation, and find the neighboring users of the target users by computing. Find the best recommendation item in the neighboring user rating item, which conforms to the thought and process of the traditional collaborative filtering algorithm.
Implementation of improved IPCF algorithm on Spark
Each job completes a part of the work by converting the algorithm into a series of computing pipelining that is made up of Spark job. The process is as follows:
Generating rating matrix
<user ID, item ID, rating> used as input (With ,, u i r  said). Using the characteristics of the Spark model, the user rating vector is generated. It is shown in Equation (6). 
The text File interface is provided by the Spark Context, and the input File stored in HDFS is converted to the RDD of Spark's initial calculation. Then, "User RatingMapToPair" and "UserVectorMapToPair" are designed to complete the generation of User Vector RDD.
UserRatingMapToPair UserRatingMapToPair main steps
Input: ( , , ) u i r  , ,, u i r  represents three tuples
Output:
, ( , ) u i r  , u represents the user ID, ( , ) ir represents the object of the item ID and the value of the rating (1). Read the truples <u, i, r> and get the user ID, item ID and rating; (2) .Use u as key, ( , ) ir forms a two tuple object as a value; (3). Return tuple2 ( , , ) u i r  key value pair; (4).End. 
Access to neighbor user
User "VectorMapToPair "as output, <(u, userVector(i,r)> as input. Using Spark to provide "flat MapToPair", "reduce By Key", "mapToPair" to compute neighbor user. Design "NeighborMapToPair" and "Neighbor ReduceByKey" to generate target user's neighbor user.
NeighborMapToPair NeighborMapToPair main steps
(1).In the initialization of the task, the smallest heap of the size of K is built in memory; (2) .Loading the target user's rating vector into memory; 
Recommendation
After getting the neighboring user of the target user, it finds the recommended item in the neighboring user's rating item. It needs to use the output of the first two jobs as input. First, the rating vectors belonging to the neighboring user are selected from all user rating vectors, and then the prediction value of the target user to the item is calculated in the neighbor rating vector. Design "RecommendedMap" and "RecommendedReduce". , ( , ) userID list userID sim   is loaded into memory when the task is initialized; (2) . Read the user rating vector input, that is , ( , ) userID list itemID rating
RecommendedMap RecommendedMap main steps
. In the user rating vector, if the userID is included in the neighbor user set, then the user's rating vector and similarity output are obtained. Otherwise, no processing is made to the user rating vector; (4 (2) Each item and its rating value in the rating list are taken out in order, and the target user is calculated by the recommendation prediction algorithm; (3) By the minimum heap or quicksort algorithm, the top N items in all the predicted rating values were obtained (4) The largest first N Items are encapsulated in the recommendedItems ; (5) Output tuple2 <u, recommendedItems> key value pair.
Experiments and results

Data sources
The experimental data comes from the Movie Lens data set provided by Group Lens. Movielens, established by Group Lens [7] is for non-commercial purpose of studying the recommended technology. Movie Lens contains multiple data sets of different sizes that can predict the recommended algorithm by testing Movie Lens's different data set. Movie Lens data set contains 71,567 users and 10,681 movies, as well as each user's rating for the movies, with a rating of 100,000 entries. The rating entry format is one entry per line: user ID, movie ID, and rating value. The rating range is 1-5. It is shown in Table 3 . The size of this experiment is the Movie Lens data set of rating record, 100W, 200W, 300W, and... 1000W. The data set is respectively applied to the implementation of the Spark-based collaborative filtering algorithm. Calculate the computation time for each input data set, and the results are presented by a chart. The experimental environment uses common machines to build Hadoop and Spark clusters, including a master node and several slave nodes. The configuration difference of each node is very small. The environment is 2 core processors, 4G memory, 300G hard disk, K-MB network card, Ubuntu13.04 64bit operating system.
Running time
The collaborative filtering algorithm implemented in this paper is not for the improvement of the algorithm itself, but to make the algorithm to adapt to the distributed computing based on the cloud platform, especially under the premise of big data. Therefore, the running time can measure whether the improved parallel collaborative filtering algorithm is improved in terms of operational efficiency. In this experiment, an improved parallel collaborative filtering algorithm based on the stand-alone device and a distributed cluster composed by several nodes is respectively run on a different data set of varied sizes. It runs for multiple times over each combination, and the average value is taken as the final result. The specific operation time of each job can be seen in the Spark application web page. It is shown in Figure 1 .
As you can see from Figure 1 , for data set with the same size, the time required for algorithm running decreases with the number of nodes. In the case of a small data set, the time difference is small; as the data set increases, the time difference is obvious. This shows the ability of parallel computation.
Speed-up
Speed-up on a single processor system and is the ratio between running elapsed time and multiple processors elapsed time. It is used to measure the parallel system processing or parallelization of the program indicators. The higher the acceleration ratio is, the better the performance of the parallel is. It is shown in Equation (7). In order to test the parallel processing performance of the improved parallel collaborative filtering algorithm, different data sets 1 2 3 4 (100 ), (400 ), (700 ) Figure 2 . As you can see from Figure 2 , the improved parallel collaborative filtering algorithm has an obvious speed-up ratio effect. With the same number of nodes, the larger the data set is, the larger the speed-up ratio is, which indicates the ability of Spark to handle big data. Moreover, as the number of nodes increases, the speed-up ratio will be increased correspondingly, and it will tend to be slow. This is because each node needs the network for communication; as the number of nodes increases, the network overhead also increases in computation. The experimental data itself is not large enough and the cluster is also small (subject to experimental conditions), which cannot fully reflect the actual ability to handle big data in parallel. Therefore, the speed-up ratio tends to be slow. In this experiment, the improved parallel collaborative filtering algorithm IPCF is compared with the existing CMCF. Under the same data set and the same experimental environment, the improved parallel collaborative filtering algorithm IPCF has a higher time running efficiency than that of CMCF; the time difference is more obvious when the data set is larger. It is shown in Figure 3-Figure 6 . 
Recommendation accuracy comparison
MAE (mean absolute deviation) and RSME (root-mean-square error) methods are often used in evaluating the quality of the recommended algorithm. MAE is the more widely used method for evaluating the recommended algorithm, which reflects the discretization degree of rating data by computing MAE between the predictive value and the actual value. If a I is used to represent the target user a , there is a set of items with both a predictive rating and a actual rating. MAE calculation Equation (8) (8) In the computation result, the smaller the MAE value is, the higher the accuracy of the algorithm is. The experimenter uses the data set provided by Movie Lens and randomly divides the data set into training set and testing set. The training set occupies 80% of the total data and the testing set accounts for 20%. In this experiment, the improved parallel collaborative filtering algorithm IPCF is compared with the existing CMCF based on the co-occurrence matrix, and their MAE values are compared under the same data set and the same experimental environment. The user ratings are predicted on the testing set. Selection of different data sets and determination of the MAE value is shown in Figure 7 . As you can see from Figure 7 , as the size of data sampled increases, MAE tends to decrease, i.e., the accuracy of the algorithm is higher. When the data size exceeds 5 million, MAE obtained by IPCF algorithm running tends to be stable. At the same time, it can be seen that MAE obtained by IPCF algorithm is generally smaller than that by the CMCF algorithm, indicating that the improved IPCF algorithm has better recommendation accuracy than that of the CMCF algorithm. Therefore, it can be concluded that the improved parallel collaborative filtering algorithm has higher recommendation accuracy than the parallel collaborative filtering algorithm based on the co-occurrence matrix. It owns the improved running efficiency and is better suited to computations under the big data set. 
Conclusions
The traditional collaborative filtering algorithm and the existing parallelism based on the co-occurrence matrix were analyzed, the improved parallel collaborative filtering algorithm was proposed, and the specific implementation of the improved parallel collaborative filtering algorithm on the Spark platform was elaborated. Experiments show that the improved parallel collaborative filtering algorithm has higher recommendation accuracy and has good speed-up ratio; the larger the data set is, the better its advantages and scalability are. In this paper, some achievements have been made in the research on the parallelization of the traditional data mining algorithm, and the collaborative filtering algorithm has been improved in parallel. However, there are many algorithms in the field of data mining, and other algorithms and parallelization need to be further studied.
